Transferable properties of multi-biological toxicity caused by cobalt exposure in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Cobalt is widespread in the environment and excess dietary Co exposure can result in toxic effects in many organisms. However, whether the multi-biological toxicities caused by Co exposure can be transferred from parents to progeny has not been clarified. In the present study, we analyzed the multiple toxicities of Co to the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and its progeny. Endpoints of life span, body size, vulva development, brood size, generation time, body bend, head thrash, and chemotaxis plasticity were used for toxicity testing. Our results indicate that Co induced multi-biological defects by affecting the life span, development, reproduction, behavior, and behavioral plasticity. Moreover, we found that most of these multi-biological defects could be transferred from parents to the filial generation (F1 and F2) progenies, and that this transmission could only be partially recovered. Certain specific phenotypes in the progeny exhibited even more severe defects than in the parents, such as chemotaxis plasticity. We classified the defects caused by Co exposure into four groups according to their transferable properties. Furthermore, the stress responses were investigated in embryos using a stable transgenic line, hsp16-2-gfp. Our data suggest that the multi-biological defects caused by Co exposure can be transferred from parents to progeny, and that Co toxicity might be accumulated in the eggs of nematodes.